ABSTRACT Future generation networks will accommodate a large amount of data traffic and lower latency. In order to meet these demands, it is essential to look over current spectral use or introduce new frequency bands. Introduction of new frequency bands requires a partial or complete change of already deployed infrastructure, which will have high operation expenditure and capital expenditure. It is more convenient to find other solutions by concentrating on device-related solutions. One of the solutions to achieve higher spectra efficiency is through device-to-device (D2D) communication. This paper presents and compares recent spectral efficiency techniques in 5G through D2D communication. The main focus is on the utilization of different techniques to improve spectrum efficiency. Furthermore, the challenges in interference management, resource utilization, power control, and mode selection of the proposed work are compared.
I. INTRODUCTION
There has always been a constant increase in network capacity and data rates that has led to evolution from 1st Generation to 4th Generation. Internet load is increasing exponentially due to User Generated Contents (UGC). According to a report by Bell Labs, media sharing app would grow from 6% in 2014 to 48% in 2020 whereas video based communication would grow from 47% in 2014 to 86% in 2020 [1] .
Moreover, according to CISCO Visual Networking Index (CISCO VNI), 490 Exabyte per month is predicted in 2021. There will be 1.5 mobile devices per CAPTA by 2021 of which 80% of all mobile traffic would be video [2] . This amount of generated data put a huge burden on the current infrastructure. The 5G is intended to support huge number of Machine to Machine communication (M2M) i.e. Internet of Things (IoT). According to the authors in [3] , 5G design must focus on five disruption technology directions: to improve spectral efficiency if two requirements are met: 1) The interference due to D2D is kept minimum. 2) Minimum quality of service is guaranteed [6] . The frequency bands used for D2D communication are shown in Table. 2.
A. RELATED TECHNOLOGIES
Relaying through devices has already been used in 4G to reduce congestion. Relay base station (BS) were used to offload the cellular traffic but real potential of the relaying can be explored by using mobile based relaying i.e. D2D communication. There are few technologies similar to D2D communication such as Mobile Ad-hoc NETworks (MANET) and Cognitive Radio Networks (CRN). MANET is basically a collection of different mobile nodes that make a temporary network without any assistance by centralized node. CRN is an adaptive radio network that can be configured dynamically to detect which communication channels are in use and which are not and to use the optimum wireless channels to avoid interference. D2D can also communicate autonomously without any infrastructure. The main key differences between these technologies are that the D2D communication can be controlled by evolved base station (eNB) while in MANET and CRN there is no controlling entity. MANET and CRN have few issues like white space detection, collision avoidance, spectrum sensing and synchronization but all of these issues can be solved by using D2D communication because there is a controlling entity (eNB). Moreover, D2D is advantageous in providing QoS.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present types of D2D communication and in Section III D2D classifications. Section IV provides Underlay and Section V provides Overlay inabnd D2D communication. Section VI provides controlled outband D2D communication. In SectionVII, we discussed Autonomous out band D2D communication. and privacy related issues. The application and services of D2D in future 5G technologies is presented in Section VIII. Finally, Section IX provides concluding remarks. Table 1 provides the list of acronyms used in this paper.
II. D2D COMMUNICATION AND ITS TYPES
D2D communication was initially implemented in cellular network by Qualcomm FlashLinQ. LTE system will totally function on the basis of System Architecture Evolution (SAE), which is core architecture of 3GPP and evolution of GPRS core network. LTE will function fully in packet domain using Internet Protocol (IP). Thus, it replaces conventional circuit switching to Mobile Switching Center (MSC). Session setup in SAE architecture is done on user's device through session initiating management Protocol (SIP), thus paving way for D2D session setup.
The D2D deployment in LTE-Advanced network will cause interference that can lead to degradation in Quality of Service (QoS) of primary cellular communication. Many literature allow D2D communication to take place after the assigned minimum QoS for primary cellular user is achieved.
According to the authors in [8] , D2D communication works more efficiently in multi-cell than single cell because it can save more resources, especially when the users are located at cell edges. But, the device or peer discovery and D2D session setup procedure would also be much more complicated because neighboring eNBs have to co-operate. Keeping in view the limited backhaul connection with small cells and the imbalance traffic distribution among different tiers, D2D deployment can be a promising factor for future Heterogeneous Networks in terms of spectral efficiency.
Due to data hungry applications such as video streaming, online gaming, cloud services etc., there is a huge demand for high data rates with lower latency that could not be simply achieved by 4G. Therefore, for this purpose the authors in [4] discussed two tire systems for the next generation of mobile communication. Two tier networks include a macro-cell tier (communication between BS and Devices) and a device tier (device-to-device communication). This two tier system is similar to conventional system with the advantage of D2D communication. As the device tier supports the direct communication between devices in licensed band, it is under the full or partial control of BS. The two tier network is categorized into four types.
A. DEVICE RELAYING WITH OPERATOR CONTROLLED LINK ESTABLISHMENT
A device at edge or with poor coverage area could not communicate with BS properly thus, other devices are used as relays to communicate with BS which are in better coverage area. BS is the controlling entity that carries out all the basic tasks of establishing the link, resource allocation, interference management and security. This will help the device to maintain the Quality of Service (QoS) and improve battery life. As relaying devices uses their resources (battery and bandwidth) for others, the operator has to give discount on their monthly bill or offer free services in exchange for the motivation to allow their device to be used as a relaying device. The authors have carried out numerical calculations that shows improvement in revenue of both user and operator. This technique is shown in Fig. 1 .
B. D2D COMMUNICATION WITH OPERATOR CONTROLLED LINK ESTABLISHMENT
Two devices communicate directly with each other in close proximity in licensed band, with control link established by BS. This type of D2D is helpful to communicate in congested area like malls or stadiums. BS is the controlling entity which carries out all the basic tasks of link establishment. To increase the revenue of operator, different approaches could be used such as Auction theory, Game theory and Bertrand games [5] . This technique is shown in Fig. 2 .
C. DEVICE RELAYING WITH DEVICE CONTROLLED LINK
Devices communicate among each other via relaying devices. Link establishment, resource allocation, interference management, all is managed by the devices themselves in a distributive fashion. During a natural disaster, this type would be useful in setting up an ad-hoc network. This technique is shown in Fig. 3 .
D. D2D COMMUNICATION WITH DEVICE CONTROLLED LINK
Devices communicate directly with each other without any involvement from BS. All of the basic tasks are performed by devices themselves such as link establishment, resource allocation, interference management in a distributive fashion. This type of D2D communication is helpful in exchanging data and playing online games in close proximity.This technique is shown in Fig. 4 .
III. CLASSIFICATION OF D2D
The authors in [9] categorized all the D2D communication into Inband (i.e. licensed) and Outband (i.e. unlicensed) on the bases of spectrum in which D2D communication occurs. Each of the modes are further categorized into two subcategories. Inband has two different types as underlay and overlay while outband is classified into controlled and autonomous. To efficiently utilize the limited available spectrum one must know where to use which category of D2D communication.
A. INBAND
In inband communication, cellular resources (i.e. licensed) are shared among cellular users and D2D users. Motivation behind using inband communication is usually high due to central controlling entity (eNBs) that give support for resource allocation, interference management, security, quality of service (QoS), fairness and cell coverage. Inband has two types, underlay and overlay. In underlay communication, same cellular radio resources are shared between cellular users and D2D users while in overlay communication D2D users are provided with dedicated radio resources [9] . Inband leads to spectral reusability that could significantly improve the spectral efficiency which means higher data rates and lower latency which are basic requirement for 5G. The real potential of inband communication can be considered by using advanced mathematics, highly complex resource allocation schemes and interference management algorithms.
B. OUTBAND
Unlike inband, outband D2D communication has only recently got the attention of research community. It is due to its capacity to eliminate the interference between D2D users and cellular users [9] . It works in unlicensed spectrum usually the industrial, scientific and medical band (ISM) [5] . Use of unlicensed spectrum also introduces radio interference with WiFiDirect R , Bluetooth R or ZigBee R . Outband is classified into controlled and autonomous. In controlled, the interference in D2D communications is managed by eNB while in autonomous D2D, communications are to be coordinated by devices themselves. Outband makes interference between the D2D users and cellular users impossible but it introduces the uncontrollable interference of unlicensed band (ISM).
IV. UNDERLAY
Majority of the literature is available for inband D2D most of which includes the underlay communication. In underlay mode, D2D users share the same spectral resources with cellular users. Underlay mode improves the performance of cellular networks in terms of improved spectral efficiency, energy efficiency, cellular capacity, QoS and other performance targets. In underlay mode, a D2D pair communicates in one sub-channel and cellular in another sub-channel. Thus, D2D users and cellular users causes interference to each other as the resources are shared non-orthogonally. Most important issues in underlay D2D communication are the resource allocation and interference management between D2D users and cellular users.
A. RESOURCE ALLOCATION
In order to improve spectral efficiency, one of the key challenges is efficient resource allocation and guaranteeing QoS. Exploiting D2D in conventional cellular network brings certain issues and one of the most important issues is resource allocation. In other words, resource allocation and resource management among cellular and D2D users can result in the complexity of the system.
B. MODE SWITCHING
Mode selection is a key element that is needed to be focused while exploiting D2D in conventional networks. Proper mode selection can be a promising factor in improving spectral efficiency.
According to the authors in [19] , D2D communication can operate in three modes: Dedicated resources with direct communication, reusing the same spectrum resources with direct communication and conventional communication i.e. relaying through eNB. In dedicated mode, resources are dedicated to both cellular and D2D users. Part of the resources are dedicated to D2D direct communication and the rest are dedicated for cellular communication. There is no interference because the resources are orthogonal but it results in wastage of precious cellular bandwidth. In reusing mode, the channel which is dedicated for conventional cellular users are divided into sub-channels. D2D directly communicate in one sub-channel and cellular in another sub-channel. The D2D and cellular user can cause interference to each other but the cellular resources are used efficiently. This mode requires control on interference and minimum QoS assignment for cellular communication. D2D communication relaying through eNB is the same as conventional cellular network. The data traffic is routed through eNB to other device and thus communication takes place. The resources are assigned orthogonally. In [21] , the authors have introduced another mode in which one D2D user reuses resources of more than two cellular users. In order to prioritize cellular communication a minimum QoS is guaranteed, which mean D2D direct communication can take place only after a threshold transmission data rate is achieved by cellular user. We will further discuss the literatures, which have worked on mode switching in order to improve spectral efficiency in detail.
The authors in [13] and [22] have considered mode switching in order to improve spectrum whereas, the authors in [23] have formulated unified framework in terms of optimal mode OFDM resource assignment and overall power reduction. The decision of switching between modes depends on eNB. In order to decide the optimal mode selection, the authors in [13] considered channel state information (CSI) at eNB, which would depend on the load situation. Whereas, the authors in [22] considered average CSI to have more practical approach. In [13] , the authors studied optimal mode selection for single cell in a full buffer traffic model, on the basis of which mode selection for multi-cell environment is proposed and power is controlled through path loss compensation. In [13] and [23] , the authors suggest to use maximum transmit power for both D2D and cellular link in case of dedicated mode and power optimization for reusing mode.
In [13] , the authors have shown that by exploiting D2D in LTE-A networks for proposed mechanism can increase throughput by almost 50% as compared to other possible strategies. In [23] , the authors have considered 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) for macro-cell propagation environment for urban and sub-urban network scenario. The gain mode strategy is efficient over a conventional cellular communication significantly for proximity distance of D2D (less than 151m). Thus, the proposed algorithm is efficient in terms of network capacity and overall power consumption for mid cellular range.
In [13] , the authors have considered mode selection for D2D communication by introducing a relay node in LTE-A network. Cellular users will transport data through relay nodes only if less power for same system capacity is consumed. The result shows a slight margin of 0.01% in probability of D2D communication to occur for the of 0.3 and 0.8 length between D2D and eNB. Thus, closer D2D pair to eNB, smaller is the probability of D2D communication. The results show that by introducing relay node, the probability of D2D pairs choosing underlay mode increased almost 2% to 3%. Resource allocation and mode selection based literature is defined in Table. 3.
C. INTERFERENCE CONTROL
Sharing same spectral resources among D2D users and cellular users can significantly improve network performance parameters such as spectral efficiency, throughput, cell capacity, lower latency etc. One of the main issues in sharing same resources is interference controlling. Interference is caused between D2D user and cellular users and vice versa. It does not only include inter-cell interference but also intra-cell interference. If there is no interference control, it would not only be an inefficient use of spectral resources but it will also degrade the system capacity and network performance. To minimize or eliminate the interference between D2D user and cellular user different techniques can be found in literature such as optimal resource allocation, mode selection, power control based on the QoS, SINR value, path loss, transmission power, position of D2D pair, distance constraint etc. Most of the literature has managed interference by maintaining the optimal resource allocation and mode switching which has been discussed in previous sections.
D. INTERFERENCE MANAGEMENT
The authors in [24] have proposed interference management technique at receiving user side to improve reliability of D2D user. They proposed an algorithm for middle cellular interference, whereas conventional technique was efficient for very strong or weak region and shown that their proposed technique achieves best performance in a middle interference region. The authors in [25] considered interference management when multiple D2D users can reuse the spectrum of only one cellular user for random distribution. In this work, multi-rate power control is focused, where transmit power of multiple D2D users are controlled through power optimization while preserving the cellular user's SINR. It has been shown that their proposed work performs better as compared to conventional network allowing no D2D communication. It can be concluded from [25] , that there is a trade off between CSI and network performance, thus higher the number D2D users, more frequent CSI feedback and therefore, better the network performance. In [16] , the authors propose an interference suppression area (ISA) scheme to evaluate the interference strength and have proposed power control and resource allocation to manage the interference. According to the proposed scheme all those channels that cause severe interference to cellular users shall be forbidden for D2D communication, thus alternate channels should be used. If no alternate channel is available then D2D communication should wait. The proposed scheme achieves greater system capacity.
E. INTERFERENCE REDUCTION
The authors in [26] , [27] and [28] have considered interference reduction between cellular users and D2D users. In [27] , the authors propose effective way to reduce interference between D2D and cellular user in order to improve transmission capacity of D2D by using multi-band, uplink resource sharing in HetNet networks, using OFDMA with Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum(HSS) and has defined D2D users for each band. The author have also proposed D2D scheduling algorithm for dynamic D2D access process. It is shown that the proposed algorithm improves D2D node capacity.
Many literature has considered selection of D2D that would be feasible for less interference and higher spectral efficiency, however, the authors in [28] have considered selection of a cellular user for a D2D to have same achievement as those of previous literature i.e. better spectrum efficiency and less interference. The authors propose distance constrained scheme, in which eNB has to select cellular user for D2D, keeping minimum distance between them. The authors have considered the D2D device at cell edge and a close cellular user shall be selected by eNB to keep the interference controlled. QoS of cellular user is kept to a maximum level by assigning maximum transmit power. Thus, the author have proposed two schemes for the uplink of cellular user i.e. The Open Fractional Power Control (OFPC) and Target SINR Power Control (TSPC). The simulation result shows that the outage probability under OFPC scheme decreases with increase in distance between D2D link and cellular user. This trend continues until the distance reaches 1.5 times of cell radius whereas, for same distance constraint the outage probability under TSPC scheme is minimum, after which it shows an increasing trend.
The authors in [10] have discussed resource sharing for multi-hop D2D communication in which the power signal in downlink is measured and the path loss is determined, on the basis of which the transmission power is scaled in order to minimize the interference. Increase in probability of success in D2D communication is achieved using Dynamic source Routing (DSR). The numerical simulation is carried out for the clustered D2D model where DSR protocol is used to obtain a multi-hop link when direct link was not available. Thus, it shows that by considering multi-hop, the probability of D2D link to exist increases. Therefore, it is efficient in terms of user capacity and spectrum in a network.
The summary of proposed techniques for interference management, interference reduction and interference avoidance is given in Table. 4
V. OVERLAY
In overlay mode resources are dedicated to both cellular user and D2D users i.e. A part of it is dedicated for D2D communication and the rest is allocated to cellular users. There is no interference between D2D users and cellular users because resources are orthogonal but reduces the amount of achievable resource for cellular communication or in other words we can say cellular resources might be wasted in overlay D2D. Authors in [18] , [33] , [34] proposed to use overlay D2D communication, summarized in Table. 5.
In [34] authors proposed an intra-cluster D2D retransmission scheme to improve the spectral efficiency in the overlay communication. They have focused on using D2D communication as a relay for content distribution and multicasting. Data blocks send by eNB are not received by all of the D2D users correctly but if received correctly that cannot be decoded by all of D2D users correctly. Thus, authors have proposed to retransmit the data blocks by devices that have decoded data correctly to the other devices that have VOLUME 7, 2019 not decoded data correctly. The proposed scheme dynamically select retransmitters on basis of the vest resource cost. Resources are allocated orthogonally to eliminate the interference between D2D users and cellular users. In [33] , the authors proposed incremental relay scheme for D2D communication. In D2D communication Device send data to other device using a direct link and a copy of that data is also send to eNB. If direct D2D transmission fails thus, the data is sent by eNB. They have used eNB as a backup retransmitter in case of D2D communication failure. With the help of numerical simulation author have show that the system throughput is improved by 40% as compare to underlay system.
In [18] authors have applied a different approach of using a heterogeneous network (HetNet) in D2D communication. They have consider 3 tier system a macro cell (MBs), small cell (SBs) and a device tier. Each of the tier have dedicated spectral resources. Authors have compared the hierarchal HetNet with traditional HetNet. Simulation results show that the proposed HetNet improves the system sum rate. It appears that underlay D2D communication is more popular than overlay. The authors who propose to use overlay D2D usually try to avoid the interference issue of underlay [18] , [33] , [34] . However, allocating dedicated spectrum resources to D2D users is not as efficient as underlay in terms of spectral efficiency. We believe that the popularity of underlay D2D is due to its higher spectral efficiency.
VI. CONTROLLED
The authors in [12] proposed a group-wise channel sensing resource pre-allocation for ISM band. D2D pairs are grouped on difference of QoS. Each D2D pair is appointed in each group for contending for WLAN channel to avoid intra-group collision. According to numerical results higher spectral efficiency can be achieved and via system level simulation 25% throughput can be improved as compare to conventional system. The authors in [35] and [36] proposed to use LTE and WiFi simultaneously to improve spectral efficiency, power consumption and fairness. Clusters are formed by using game theory; cellular users who have WiFi coverage are grouped into clusters. In [35] Cluster Head (CH) is selected on the basis of strong cellular coverage which acts as a relay between the eNB and other member of cluster. Via numerical simulation authors have shown that the system throughput can be improved by 33%, energy efficiency can be improved upto 100% and perfect fairness level is achieved as compare to classical round robin schedule. In [36] CH is selected on opportunistic scheduling. The show that 50% throughput and 57446 VOLUME 7, 2019 30% energy efficiency. Furthermore, [37] proposed a protocol for outband communication (LTE + WiFi) for the first time. The authors in [38] , [39] used outband D2D communication for content distribution. They proposed a novel architecture scheme for smart caching of popular content (viral video) on smartphones. Whenever a user sends a request for a certain content, eNB check the content in cluster if available in the cluster thus, its send using direct communication (via WiFi) otherwise content is send form the eNB conventionally. The user cache that content so, if other device request for the same content it would be send using D2D communication in unlicensed band ( via WiFi). Furthermore they have defined a content distribution as centralized and random. A centralized distribution has head for distribution that will work better for static devices while random outperform for mobile devices. Using numerical simulation authors have shown that the proposed architecture can improve system throughput by one or two order of magnitude.
The authors in [40] have also proposed a method to improve content distribution in cellular network by using D2D communication. They have used an asynchronous content distribution that enable different user to view the same content at same time which significantly improves spectral efficiency. With the help of simulation they have compared their proposed method with coded broadcasting method [41] . They shown though simulation results that their proposed method improves throughput by 10 times as compared to coded broadcasting method [41] and by 100 times compared to conventional system. The method in [38] , [39] is simpler than method proposed in [40] .
VII. AUTONOMOUS
In [42] authors proposed a traffic spreading mechanism in a two user scenario with dynamic traffic load. It is a user initiated approach which helps to improve latency via direct D2D communication while the connection between these two devices in ISM band and its completely autonomous. Furthermore they have proposed a heuristics algorithm for multi-user scenario. Simulation results show that the proposed mechanism can improve delay performance up to 50%.
VIII. APPLICATIONS AND SERVICES
D2D is a promising technique to improve spectral efficiency and provide energy efficient communication with minimum latency which is going to be a part of 5G in near future. Device communicates directly or via relay which evolves from single-hop communication to multi-hop communication. One of the most important application of D2D communication is to reduce congestion in LTE-A is by offloading cellular data [43] . In the case of natural disaster like earthquake, tsunami and etc, where the current infrastructure would be damaged, thus D2D can also be advantageous for setting emergency infrastructure. Integration of D2D communication with Internet of Things (IoT) would be an important application. Other different application like peer-to-peer communication for gaming and social networking, location-aware services, e-health, smart city, smart grid, Internet of Vehicles (IoV).
IX. CONCLUSION
We analyzed different techniques regarding D2D in terms of spectrum efficiency. Exploiting D2D communication in outband spectrum can be efficient in terms of interference control, as it does not cause any interference to primary cellular user. But exploiting it in large and dense network like LTE-A, would be inefficient as it will bring more challenges i.e. Peerto-Peer discovery, encryption/decryption and security, due to unavailability of central control entity. We conclude that VOLUME 7, 2019 operating inband spectrum is more efficient. Overlay is an efficient method in inband spectrum in terms of interference control. But operating D2D in overlay mode would result in inefficient reuse of precious cellular resources. Therefore, for future internet the operating D2D should be in inband spectrum in underlay mode. Operating in underlay mode is preferred only if: Minimum QoS is assigned to cellular primary user and the interference is controlled up to an acceptable level.
